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Civil Rights The Consution And
From Prohibition to the right to bear arms, here's a closer look at the 27 amendments to America's governing document, the Constitution.
A Guide to the Bill of Rights and Other Constitutional Amendments
A federal civil rights complaint has been filed against the University of Texas by one of America’s leading civil rights groups and some students for its continued use of the song “The Eyes of Texas,” ...
Civil rights group and students file complaint against University of Texas for continuing to use racist song
A decade after 9/11, Americans were optimistic about the government’s protection of their civil liberties. In the 10 years since, however, public opinion has turned increasingly critical, with many ...
Poll: Americans say civil liberties increasingly at risk
Ten years after the 9/11 attacks, Americans were reasonably positive about the state of their rights and liberties. Today, after 20 years, not as much. That’s according to a poll by The Associated ...
Americans less positive about civil liberties: AP-NORC poll
Voting rights advocates have slammed the legislation signed by Gov. Greg Abbott as “undemocratic” and a “dangerous voter suppression bill.” ...
Civil Rights Groups Sue Texas Over Law Restricting Voting Rights
Every time Republicans use or defend the filibuster they’re directly violating the Constitution — the document they claim to be dedicated to.
The Filibuster Is Not in the Constitution
The court's decision, said a coalition of civil rights groups, "serves as a powerful reminder that such unjust and unconstitutional efforts cannot stand." ...
'A Win for Civil Rights': Federal Judge Blocks Florida GOP's Anti-Protest Law
The fact that there is a rise in intolerance based on race, religion, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation amongst other prohibited grounds of discrimination is not an indictment of our ...
Human Rights Director: Reflections on Significance of Constitution Day
Civil rights leader and education pioneer Bob Moses (1935-2021), who died in late July, always looked at his evolving mission through the lens of ...
How Civil Rights Pioneer Bob Moses Changed Math Education
Nullification posits that any state individually — through its legislature or highest court — can determine that an action of the federal government is unconstitutional under the U.S. Constitution and ...
Texas, abortion and the Constitution | Napolitano
Arbitrary and politically motivated acts of repression have proliferated in Tunisia since July 25, 2021, when President Kais Saied suspended parliament, Human Rights Watch said today. He also lifted ...
Tunisia: President’s Repressive Policies Abrogate Rights
The Texas law bans abortions once a fetal heartbeat can be detected, around six weeks of pregnancy. Instead of requiring state prosecutors to enforce ...
Texas approach threatens other constitutional rights
Attorney General Merrick Garland said at a news conference that the abortion law in Texas is "clearly unconstitutional under long-standing Supreme Court precedent." ...
Justice Dept. lawsuit says Texas abortion law made 'in open defiance of the Constitution'
A former correctional officer who used to guard inmates will soon be headed to prison himself. Terrance Reynolds was sentenced to about three years in prison by a Miami federal judge Wednesday on a ...
He once guarded inmates. Now’s he’s headed to prison for violating their rights
Thanks to Eugene for inviting us to blog about Texas's fetal-heartbeat law (SB8) and our article, which will be published ...
The Procedural Puzzles of SB8, Part I: Litigating Constitutional Rights
Two lawsuits have been filed against the state over the GOP priority elections bill passed this week that is awaiting Gov. Greg Abbott’s signature. Both allege that it violates various federal laws ...
Civil rights groups sue, seeking to block Texas elections bill
The Justice Department is suing Texas over a new state law that bans most abortions, arguing that it was enacted “in open defiance of the Constitution.” ...
Justice Department sues Texas over state’s new abortion law, arguing it was enacted ‘in open defiance of the Constitution’
Former Florida Department of Corrections Officer Sentenced for Civil Rights Conspiracy to Assault Youthful Offenders ...
Former Florida Department of Corrections Officer Sentenced for Civil Rights Conspiracy to Assault Youthful Offenders
In a pair of Texas federal lawsuits filed Friday, more than 10 civil rights groups challenged the Lone Star State's new voting restrictions bill, considered one of the strictest in the country, ...
Civil Rights Groups Sue Texas Over Voting Restrictions Bill
Texas’ recently passed elections bill that restricts certain forms of voting has been challenged in two federal lawsuits filed by civil and voting rights groups across the state. In both lawsuits, ...
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